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Top 100 Synonyms & Antonyms

NO

Words

Synonyms

Antonyms

1

Abate

moderate, decrease

aggravate, supplement

2

Absolve

pardon, forgive

compel, accuse

3

Accord

agreement, harmony

disagreement, discord

4

Adversity

misfortune, calamity

prosperity, fortune

5

Alien

foreigner, outsider

native, resident

6

Amplify

enlarge, extend

lessen, contract

7

Apathy

unconcern, indifference

concern, care

8

Audacity

boldness, arrogance

mildness, cowardice

9

Authentic

genuine, reliable

fictitious, unreal

10

Benevolence

humanity, generosity

Inhumanity

11

Bustle

haste, flurry

slowness, quiet

12

Brittle

delicate, fragile

tough, enduring

13

Calamity

adversity, misfortune

happiness, fortune
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Capable

competent, able

incompetent, inept

Captivity

imprisonment,
confinement

freedom, liberty

16

Compassion

kindness, sympathy

cruelty, barbarity

17

Concede

yield, permit

deny, reject

18

Consent

agree, permit

object, disagree

19

Consolidate

solidify, strengthen

separate, weaken

20

Decay

collapse, decompose

flourish, progress

21

Dedicate

devote, consecrate

refuse, negate

22

Deliberate

cautious, intentional

rash, sudden

23

Demolish

ruin, devastate

repair, construct

24

Eccentric

strange, abnormal

natural, conventional

25

Esteem

respect, regard

ridicule, spurn

26

Evident

obvious, apparent

obscure, concealed

27

Fabricate

construct, produce

destroy, dismantle

28

Fantastic

fanciful, uncommon

ordinary, normal

Frugality

economy, providence

lavishness,
extravagance

30

Fluctuate

deflect, vacillate

stabilize, resolve

31

Feeble

weak, frail

strong, robust

32

Forsake

desert, renounce

hold maintain

33

Glut

stuff, satiate

starve, abstain

34

Gorgeous

magnificent, dazzling

dull, unpretentious
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35

Hamper

retard, prevent

promote, facilitate

36

Haphazard

random, unsorted

considered, arranged

37

Harass

irritate, molest

assist, comfort

38

Immunity

prerogative, privilege

blame, censure

39

Impartial

just, unbiased

prejudiced, biased

40

Incompetent

inefficient, unskilled

dexterous, skilled

Inevitable

unavoidable,
ascertained

unlikely, doubtful

Insolvent

indigent, destitute

wealthy, solvent

Impair

diminish, deteriorate

restore, revive

44

Impute

attribute, ascribe

exculpate, support

45

Infringe

violate, encroach

comply, concur

46

Jaded

tired, exhausted

renewed, recreated

47

Jovial

Cheerful, enjoyable

solemn, morose

48

Judicious

thoughtful, prudent

irrational, foolish

49

Justify

defend, exculpate

impute, arraign

50

Keen

sharp, poignant

vapid, insipid

51

Knell

death knell, last blow

Rediscovery

52

Lavish

abundant, excessive

scarce, deficient

53

Liable

accountable, bound

unaccountable, apt to

Liberal

magnanimous,
generous

stingy, malicious

Lax

slack, careless

firm, reliable
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56

Linger

loiter, prolong

hasten, quicken

57

Luxuriant

profuse, abundant

scanty, meagre

58

Molest

harass, tease

console, soothe

Miraculous

marvelous,
extraordinary

ordinary, trivial

60

Modest

humble, courteous

arrogant, pompous

61

Mollify

appease, assuage

irritate, infuriate

62

Negligent

inattentive, careless

vigilant, careful

63

Novice

tyro, beginner

veteran, ingenious

64

Numerous

profuse, various

scarce, deficient

65

Nullify

cancel, annual

confirm, uphold

66

Obstruct

impede, prevent

hasten, encourage

67

Offensive

abhorrent, arrogant

docile, compliant

68

Outrage

offence, maltreatment

praise, favor

69

Overwhelm

triumph, subjugate

flounder, falter

70

Proscribe

prohibit, exclude

solicit, include

71

Provoke

inflame, incite

pacify, comfort

72

Quack

impostor, deceiver

upright, unfeigned

73

Ratify

consent, approve

deny, dissent

74

Redeem

recover, liberate

conserve, lose

75

Resentment

displeasure, wrath

content, cheer

Shabby

miserable,
impoverished

prosperous, thriving
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77

Slander

defame, malign

applaud, approve

78

Substantial

considerable, solid

tenuous, fragile

79

Taboo

prohibit, ban

permit, consent

80

Timid

diffident, coward

bold, intrepid

81

Umbrage

resentment, bitterness

sympathy, goodwill

82

Valid

genuine, authentic

fallacious, deceptive

83

Venerable

esteemed, honored

unworthy, immature

84

Venom

poison, malevolence

antidote, benevolent

85

Vicious

corrupt, obnoxious

noble, virtuous

86

Volatile

light, changing

heavy, ponderous

87

Vulgar

inelegant, offensive

elegant, civil

88

Waive

relinquish, remove

impose, clamp

89

Wane

decline, dwindle

ameliorate, rise

90

Wicked

vicious, immoral

virtuous, noble

91

Wield

use, employ

forgo, avoid

92

Wilt

wither, perish

revive, bloom

93

Yearn

languish, crave

content, satisfy

94

Yell

shout, shriek

whisper, muted

95

Yield

surrender, abdicate

resist, protest

96

Yoke

connect, harness

liberate, release

97

Zeal

eagerness, fervour

apathy, lethargy

98

Zenith

summit, apex

nadir, base
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99

Zest

delight, enthusiasm

disgust, passive

100

Zig-zag

oblique, wayward

straight, unbent
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